Product Manual of P11 Smart Vacuum Cleaner

Position
An affordable vacuum cleaner with long running time.

SLOGAN
Deep cleaning with long runtime.

Target User Group
22-35 years old, with obvious occupational characteristics, such as doctors, clerks, office workers who have worked for several years.

Features of Proscenic P11 Smart
Main selling points are marked in blue.
1. **60min long life**: 8 large capacity batteries, easy to handle large house without frequent charging, the max mode will endure 15 minutes.
2. **Powerful suction**: Powered by an advanced 450w brushless motor, the rotation speed can reach 70000rpm and generates 30000pa suction in max. Powerful suction to deep clean everywhere, it can suck the dust, hairs, or even the shells of nuts.
3. **Smart App Display**: Connect the device through Bluetooth 5.0, observe the proportion of house pollutes, cleaning time, and common cleaning habits on the mobile phone.
4. **Pet Power Brush**: A brush set designed for pets, not only to groom, clip, de-shed the pet hair, but also to absorb dust from the surface of their hair.
5. **Multiple brush heads for the whole house cleaning**
The Mini Motorized Brush: removes dust, especially on beds, sofas and pillows. High mite removal rate of 99% by reaching deep into the mattress
Long Crevice Nozzle: designed for crevices, easy to deal with cleaning blind areas
Round Brush: easily removes dirt from surfaces such as table tops and lamps
Telescopic hose: can go up or down for all-round cleaning
6. **3 Adjustable Power Modes**
Automatic: automatically adapts to cleaning needs
Powerful: suitable for cleaning stubborn dust and old dust in the crevices of your home
Energy saving: for daily cleaning needs, with a long 60min life span
7. **Intelligent dust recognition**: intelligent sensing the amount of micro-dust, the more dust the greater the suction power, automatic adjustment of suction power
8. **Vboost Technology**: Under auto mode, it can boost the pressure automatically when it encounters the carpet, and the suction can be adjusted in accordance with the type of floor.
9. **LED Touch Screen**: A real-time display of the operating status, including the selected power mode and error report.
10. **Multiple Stages Filtration System**:
Four stages filters, which can capture 99.99% of particles ejected while cleaning and locks in small particles without leakage and expels fresh air. Provides an extremely cleaning experience.
SPECs

- Power: 450W
- Voltage: 28.8V
- Runtime: 60 min
- Color: Blue
- Suction Power: (Max mode) 30000 PA
- Suction Power: (Auto mode) 11200-22000 PA
- Suction Power: (Eco mode) 7500 PA
- Noise in Decibels (dB) ≤77dB
- Dustbin Capacity: 0.65L
- Filtration System: 4 Stages HEPA Filtration System
- Charge Time 120-180 mins
- Accessories: Mini Motorized Brush; Long Crevice Nozzle; Round Brush
- Pet Hair Brush: Sold Separately